Present: Mark Albright, Patricia Arack, Julia Bergman, Kate Connell, Beth Ericson, Rita Jones, Will Maynez, Phil Paulsen, Rosemarie Pressler, Don Santos

1. Dolores Dubbs Donation
The subcommittee is still waiting for Dolores Dubbs to get back with specific contract language.

2. Renovation/Restoration of Art
The Archie Cloud portrait/photograph will be re-framed and securely installed in Cloud Hall.

The CCSF Art Inventory needs to be prioritized according to condition and need for repair. Works of art that are a part of a building, such as the Jacques Overhoff plaza at Batmale Hall, can be referred to the Bond Project Building User Groups (BUGs) for possible funding with bond money. Will Mayez will take the Olmsted murals to the Science Building BUG.

The Art Dept. can have the sculpture "Uptight" for some future project.

3. Exhibitions
The Chinese art exhibit, installed in the Rosenberg Atrium and at 33 Gough Street, closed with a very nice reception, organized and funded by Leslie Simon and the Women's Resource Center.

The current exhibit showcases work by student artists.

An exhibit for the Fall semester might include a multimedia exhibit about Cambodia.

Because we now have such wonderful exhibit space, requests for exhibits are increasing and managing the whole exhibit planning effort is a big workload issue. Release time will have to be addressed for next year.

4. Rivera Steering Committee
Will Maynez will go to Mexico City again this summer to continue Rivera and mural research started last summer.

The exhibit will be at the San Mateo County Fair in August 2000.

There will be a meeting on May 30, at 10:00 a.m. to plan the Fall semester with our Fulbright scholar, Professor Luis-Martin Lozano.

5. Ann Carter Memorial
Julia Bergman and Will Maynez will attend the memorial service at the San Francisco Art Institute on June 4, 3:00-5:00 p.m. Mark Albright has photos taken during the installation of Ann Carter's work which he will duplicate for Ms. Carter's family.
6. Donor Wall
The proposal from Thomas Swan is $9,750 and will be funded by the Columbia Foundation. Rita will send a letter to the faculty requesting additional contributions to the fund; the letter will include suggestions on how the funds will be used in the building.

The Subcommittee agreed, to move, forward and pay 1/2 of the quote now.

7. Committee Membership
The following people will leave the committee:
Rosemarie Pressler (F), Phil Paulsen (F), Mark Albright (C), Charlie Baker (C).

8. Fall meeting schedule
The group will try to meet in the morning, 8:30-10:00 a.m., Sept. 5, Oct. 3, Nov. 7, Dec. 5.